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Key terms (handout)
- atomic number

- Bohr diagram

- compound

- covalent compound

- covalent bond

- ionic compound

- ionic bond

- ions

- metals

- nonmetals

- chemical equation 

- metalloids

- Lewis diagram

- molecule

- valence electron

- group/family

- chemical period

- chemical reaction

- law of conservation of 

   Mass

- reactant

- product

- synthesis reaction

- decomposition reaction

- single replacement reaction

- double replacement reaction

- combustion reaction

- acid 

- base 

- acid base indicator

- ph scale

- neutralization reaction

- endothermic reaction

- exothermic reactions



What are atoms?

Atom- the smallest particle of any element that retains the properties of the 
element.

- made up of subatomic particles: protons, neutrons and electrons.



Complete the following table:

 
Name Symbol Electric 

Charge
Location in 
the Atom

Relative Mass

Proton

Neutron

Electron



Answer Key

 
Name Symbol Electric 

Charge
Location in 
the Atom

Relative Mass

Proton p 1 + nucleus 1

Neutron n 0 nucleus 1.0001

Electron e 1 - Surrounding 
the nucleus

0.0001



Element Name    ion charge(s)

Atomic number

Symbol

          Atomic Mass

- Assignment: the atom and the subatomic particles handout



 Assignments: 

- Build a model of two atoms (from the first 20 elements)               
  

 [in pairs]

- Choose 2 cards per group
- Create the models
- Walk and talk



Label your periodic 
table with the 
following:

- group/family

- chemical period

- metals

- nonmetals

- metalloids



Family characteristics (use different colours to 
show the different famillies)

● Not reactive because they have a 

full outer electron shell

● Outer electron shell is known as a 

valence shell

Noble Gases:



Alkali Metals

● Most reactive metal 
because outer electron 
shell only contains one 
electron



DO NOT TRY THIS AT HOME!!!



Alkaline Earth Metals

● Reactive, has two electrons in outer electron shell



Halogens
● Most reactive group of non-metals
●  Have one empty space in outer electron shell, so they want to gain one.



Special case: 
Hydrogen

● Can act like a metal or non-metal
● Can lose or gain an electron (unique, as it is the only atom that can do this)



Other special cases
Special 7: N. O. F. Cl, Br, I, H

- Alway occur in pairs: N2, O2, F2, Cl2, Br2, I2, H2

Phosphorus:

- Occurs alone in groups of 4:   P4

Sulfur

- Occurs in groups of 8 when alone:   S8



Isotopes

● Are variations of the same element
● They have the same number of protons but vary in their number of neutrons

➔ Example: Carbon- 12 vs. Carbon- 11
◆ Carbon- 12 has 6 protons and 6 neutrons, while 
◆ Carbon-11 has 6 protons and 5 neutrons

- Assignment: The atom and subatomic particles handout



Bohr Diagrams

● Used to show electron arrangement in the shells
○ 1st shell- can hold 2 electrons
○ 2nd shell can hold 8 electrons
○ 3rd shell can hold 8 electrons
○ 4th shell- can hold 16 electrons

     Example: Lithium Atom

- Desk activity [chalk/white boards]- quick practice
- Bohr diagram activity



Full valence shell

● Called a stable octet
● Unreactive
● Metals may lose electrons to gain a full outer shell (become cations)
● Non-metals may gain electrons to gain a full outer shell (become anions)



Difference between Atom and Ion

● Ions have a charge, which means they differ in number of protons and 
electrons

● A lithium ion has a charge of plus one, which means that it has one more 
proton than electron

● If in an atom of lithium there are three electrons, in an ion there would be 
two electrons

[Desk/white board] activity for more practice





Ionic Bonding

- Occurs between a metal 
and a non-metal

- Involves the transfer of 
Electrons

- Example: NaCl

- Tennis ball/’bucket’ activity to model ionic bonding
- practice drawing ionic bonding activity



Covalent Bonding
- Occurs between 2 non-metals
- Electrons are shared, not transferred

● Example F2

**** Diatomic Molecules (special 7)- will always occur in pairs.

- Chalk/white boards and talk activity



 

Assignment:

- The Atom and subatomic particles handout, Bohr models



Lewis Diagram

- Only show valence electrons

Ex. Mg

- practice



Lewis Diagrams for Ionic Compounds

Ex. MgCl2

- practice



Lewis diagram for a covalent compound

 

H2O

NH3

CH4 - practic
e



 

Assignment:

- Lewis Diagrams handout
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